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Abstract
Semi-supervised learning, i.e. learning from both labeled and unlabeled data has
received signicant attention in the machine learning literature in recent years.
Still our understanding of the theoretical foundations of the usefulness of unla-
beled data remains somewhat limited. The simplest and the best understood sit-
uation is when the data is described by an identiable mixture model, and where
each class comes from a pure component. This natural setup and its implications
ware analyzed in [11, 5]. One important result was that in certain regimes, labeled
data becomes exponentially more valuable than unlabeled data.
However, in most realistic situations, one would not expect that the data comes
from a parametric mixture distribution with identiable components. There have
been recent efforts to analyze the non-parametricsituation, for example, cluster
and manifold assumptions have been suggested as a basis for analysis. Still,
a satisfactory and fairly complete theoretical understanding of the nonparametric
problem, similar to that in [11, 5] has not yet been developed.
In this paper we investigate an intermediate situation, when the data comes from a
probabilitydistribution,whichcanbemodeled,butnotperfectly,byanidentiable
mixture distribution. This seems applicable to many situation, when, for example,
a mixture of Gaussians is used to model the data. the contribution of this paper is
an analysis of the role of labeled and unlabeled data depending on the amount of
imperfection in the model.
1 Introduction
In recent years semi-supervised learning, i.e. learning from labeled and unlabeled data, has drawn
signicantattention. The ubiquityand easy availabilityof unlabeleddata togetherwith the increased
computational power of modern computers, make the paradigm attractive in various applications,
while connections to natural learning make it also conceptually intriguing. See [15] for a survey on
semi-supervised learning.
From the theoretical point of view, semi-supervised learning is simple to describe. Suppose the data
is sampled from the joint distribution p(x;y), where x is a feature and y is the label. The unlabeled
data comes from the marginal distribution p(x). Thus the the usefulness of unlabeled data is tied
to how much information about joint distribution can be extracted from the marginal distribution.
Therefore, in order to make unlabeled data useful, an assumption on the connection between these
distributions needs to be made.
1In the non-parametric setting several such assumptions have been recently proposed, including the
the cluster assumption and its renement, the low-density separation assumption [7, 6], and the
manifoldassumption[3]. Theseassumptionsrelatetheshapeofthe marginalprobabilitydistribution
to class labels. The low-density separation assumption states that the class boundary passes through
the low density regions, while the manifold assumption proposes that the proximity of the points
should be measured along the data manifold. However, while these assumptions has motivated
several algorithms and have been shown to hold empirically, few theoretical results on the value of
unlabeled data in the non-parametric setting are available so far. We note the work of Balcan and
Blum ([2]), which attempts to unify several frameworks by introducing a notion of compatibility
between labeled and unlabeled data. In a slightly different setting some theoretical results are also
available for co-training ([4, 8]).
Far more complete results are available in the parametric setting. There one assumes that the dis-
tribution p(x;y) is a mixture of two parametric distribution p1 and p2, each corresponding to a
different class. Such mixture is called identiable, if parameters of each componentcan be uniquely
determinedfromthe marginaldistributionp(x). The studyof usefulnessof unlabeleddata underthis
assumption was undertaken by Castelli and Cover ([5]) and Ratsaby and Venkatesh ([11]). Among
several important conclusions from their study was the fact under a certain range of conditions,
labeled data is exponentially more important for approximating the Bayes optimal classier than
unlabeled data. Roughly speaking, unlabeled data may be used to identify the parameters of each
mixturecomponent,after whichthe class attributioncan be established exponentiallyfast usingonly
few labeled examples.
While explicit mixture modeling is of great theoretical and practical importance, in many applica-
tions there is no reason to believe that the model provides a precise description of the phenomenon.
Often it is morereasonableto thinkthat ourmodels providea roughapproximationto the underlying
probability distribution, but do not necessarily represent it exactly. In this paper we investigate the
limits of usefulness of unlabeled data as a function of how far the best tting model strays from the
underlying probability distribution.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we start with an overview of the results available for
identiable mixture models together with some extensions of these results. We then describe how
the relative value of labeled and unlabeled data changes when the true distribution is a perturbation
of a parametric model. Finally we discuss various regimes of usability for labeled and unlabeled
data and represent our ndings in Fig 1.
2 Relative Value of Labeled and Unlabeled Examples
Our analysis is conductedin the standardclassication frameworkand studies the behaviorPerror 
PBayes, where Perror is probability of misclassication for a given classier and PBayes is the
classication error of the optimal classier. The quantity Perror  PBayes is often referred to as the
excess probability of error and expresses how far our classier is from the best possible.
In what follows, we review some theoretical results that describe behavior of the excess error prob-
ability as a function of the number of labeled and unlabeled examples. We will denote number of
labeled examples by l and the number of unlabeled examples by u. We omit certain minor techni-
cal details to simplify the exposition. The classier, for which Perror is computed is based on the
underlying model.
Theorem 2.1. (Ratsaby and Venkatesh [11]) In a two class identiable mixture model, let the
equiprobable class densities p1(x);p2(x) be d-dimensional Gaussians with unit covariance matri-
ces. Then for sufciently small  > 0 and arbitrary  > 0, given l = O
 
log 1
labeled and
u = O

d
2
3(dlog 1 + log 1)

unlabeled examples respectively, with condence at least 1   ,
probability of error Perror  PBayes(1 + c) for some positive constant c.
Since the mixture is identiable, parameters can be estimated from unlabeled examples alone. La-
beledexamplesarenotrequiredforthis purpose. Therefore,unlabeledexamplesare usedtoestimate
the mixture and hence the two decision regions. Once the decision regions are established, labeled
examples are used to label them. An equivalent form of the above result in terms of labeled and
unlabeled examples is Perror   PBayes = O
  d
u1=3

+ O(exp( l)). For a xed dimension d, this
2indicates that labeled examples are exponentially more valuable than the unlabeled examples in re-
ducing the excess probability of error, however, when d is not xed, higher dimensions slower these
rates.
Independently, Cover and Castelli provided similar results in a different setting under Bayesian
framework.
Theorem 2.2. (Cover and Castelli [5]) In a two class mixture model, let p1(x);p2(x) be the para-
metric class densities and let h() be the prior over the unknown mixing parameter . Then
Perror   PBayes = O

1
u

+ expf Dl + o(l)g
where D =  logf2
p
(1   )
R p
p1(x)p2(x)dxg
In their framework, Cover and Castelli [5] assumed that parameters of individual class densities
are known, however the associated class labels and mixing parameter are unknown. Under such
assumption their result shows that the above rate is obtained when l3+u 1 ! 0 as l + u ! 1. In
particular this implies that, if ue Dl ! 0 and l = o(u) the excess error is essentially determined by
the number of unlabeled examples. On the other hand if u grows faster than eDl, then excess error
is determined by the number of labeled examples. For detailed explanation of the above statements
see pp-2103 [5]. The effect of dimensionality is not captured in their result.
Both results indicate that if the parametric model assumptions are satised, labeled examples are
exponentially more valuable than unlabeled examples in reducing the excess probability of error.
In this paper we investigate the situation when the parametric model assumptions are only satised
to a certain degreeof precision, whichseems to be a naturalpremise in a varietyof practical settings.
It is interesting to note that uncertainty can appear for different reasons. One source of uncertainty
is a lack of examples, which we call Type-A. Imperfection of the model is another source of uncer-
tainty, which we will refer to as Type-B.
 Type-A uncertainty for perfect model with imperfect information: Individual class
densities follow the assumed parametric model. Uncertainty results from niteness of ex-
amples. Perturbation size species how well parameters of the individual class densities
can be estimated from nite data.
 Type-B uncertainty for imperfect model: Individual class densities does not follow the
assumed parametric model. Perturbation size species how well the best tting model can
approximate the underlying density.
Beforeproceedingfurther,wedescribeourmodelandnotations. We taketheinstancespaceX  Rd
with labels f 1;1g. True class densities are always represented by p1(x) and p2(x) respectively. In
case of Type-A uncertainty they are simply p1(xj1) and p2(xj2). In case of Type-B uncertainty
p1(x);p2(x) are perturbations of two d-dimensional densities from a parametric family F. We will
denotethe mixingparameter by t and the individualparametricclass densities by f1(xj1);f2(xj2)
respectively and the resulting mixture density as tf1(xj1) + (1   t)f2(xj2). We will show some
specic results when F consists of spherical Gaussian distributions with unit covariance matrix and
t = 1
2. In such a case 1;2 2 Rd represent the means of the corresponding densities and the
mixture density is indexed by a 2d dimensional vector  = [1;2]. The class of such mixtures is
identiable and hence using unlabeled examples alone,  can be estimated by ^  2 R2d. By jj  jj we
represent the standard Euclidean norm in Rd and by jj  jj d
2;2 the Sobolev norm. Note that for some
 > 0, jj  jj d
2 ;2 <  implies jj  jj1 <  and jj  jj1 < . We will frequently use the following term
L(a;t;e) =
log( a
 )
(t Ae)(1 2
p
(PBayes+Be)(1 PBayes Be)) to represent the optimal number of labeled
examples for correctly classifying estimated decision regions with high probability (as will be clear
in the next section) where, t represents mixing parameter, e represents perturbation size and a is an
integer variable and A;B are constants.
32.1 Type-A Uncertainty : Perfect Model Imperfect Information
Due to niteness of unlabeled examples, density parameters can not be estimated arbitrarily close to
the true parameters in terms of Euclidean norm. Clearly, how close they can be estimated depends
on the number of unlabeled examples used u, dimension d and condence probability . Thus,
Type-I uncertaintyinherentlygives rise to a perturbationsize dened by 1(u;d;) such that, a xed
u denes a perturbationsize 1(d;). Because of this perturbation,estimated decision regions differ
from the true decision regions. From [11] it is clear that only very few labeled examples are good
enough to label these two estimated decision regions reasonably well with high probability. Let
such a number of labeled examples be l. But what happens if the number of labeled examples
available is greater than l? Since the individual densities follow the parametric model exactly,
these extra labeled examples can be used to estimate the density parameters and hence the decision
regions. However, using a simple union bound it can be shown ([10]) that the asymptotic rate for
convergenceof such estimation procedureis O
q
d
l log(d
)

. Thus, providedwe have u unlabeled
examples if we want to represent the rate at which excess probability of error reduces as a function
of the number of labeled examples, it is clear that initially the error reduces exponentially fast in
number of labeled examples (following [11]) but then it reduces only at a rate O
q
d
l log(d
)

.
Provided we use the following strategy, this extends the result of [11] as given in the Theorem
below.
We adopt the following strategy to utilize labeled and unlabeled examples in order to learn a classi-
cation rule.
Strategy 1:
1. Given u unlabeled examples, and condence probability  > 0 use maximum likelihood
estimation method to learn the parameters of the mixture model such that the estimates
^ 1; ^ 2 are only 1(u;d;) = O  
d
u1=3

close to the actual parameters with probability at
least 1   
4.
2. Usel labeledexamplestolabeltheestimateddecisionregionswith probabilityofincorrect
labeling no greater than 
4.
3. If l > l examplesare availableuse themto estimate the individualdensity parameterswith
probability at least 1   
2.
Theorem 2.3. Let the model be a mixture of two equiprobable d dimensional spherical Gaussians
p1(xj1);p2(xj2) having unit covariance matrices and means 1;2 2 Rd. For any arbitrary
1 >  > 0, if strategy 1 is used with u unlabeled examples then there exists a perturbation size
1(u;d;) > 0 and positive constants A;B such that using l  l = L(24;0:5;1) labeled exam-
ples, Perror  PBayes reduces exponentiallyfast in the number of labeled examples with probability
at least (1  
2). If more labeled examples l > l are provided then with probability at least (1  
2),
Perror   PBayes asymptotically converges to zero at a rate O
q
d
l log(d
)

as l ! 1. If we
represent the reduction rate of this excess error(Perror  PBayes) as a function of labeled examples
Ree(l), then this can be compactly represented as,
Ree(l) =
8
<
:
O(exp( l)) if l  l
O
q
d
l log(d
)

if l > l
After using l labeled examples Perror = PBayes + O(1).
2.2 Type-B Uncertainty: Imperfect Model
In this section we address the main question raised in this paper. Here the individual class densities
do not follow the assumed parametric model exactly but are a perturbed version of the assumed
model. The uncertainty in this case is specied by the perturbation size 2 which roughly indicates
by what extent the true class densities differ form that of the best tting parametric model densities.
4For any mixing parameter t 2 (0;1) let us consider a two class mixture model with individual class
densities p1(x);p2(x) respectively. Suppose the best knowledge available about this mixture model
is that individual class densities approximately follow some parametric form from a class F. We
assume that best approximations of p1;p2 within F are f1(xj1);f2(xj2) respectively, such that
for i 2 f1;2g; (fi   pi) are in Sobolev class H
d
2 and there exists a perturbation size 2 > 0 such
that jjp1   f1jj d
2 ;2  2 and jjp2   f2jj d
2 ;2  2. Here, the Sobolev norm is used as a smoothness
condition and implies that true densities are smooth and not too different from the best tting
parametric model densities and in particular, if jjfi   pijj d
2 ;2  2 then jjfi   pijj1  2 and
jjfi   pijj1  2.
We rst show that due to the presence of this perturbation size, even complete knowledge of the
best tting model parameters does not help in learning optimal classication rule in the following
sense. In the absence of any perturbation, complete knowledge of model parameters implies that
the decision boundary and hence two decision regions are explicitly known but not their labels.
Thus, using only a very small number of labeled examples Perror reduces exponentially fast in the
number of labeled examples to PBayes as number of labeled examples increases. However, due to
the presence of perturbation size, Perror reduces exponentially fast in number of labeled examples
only up to PBayes+O(2). Since beyondthis, parametricmodel assumptions do not hold due to the
presence of perturbation size, some non parametric technique must be used to estimate the actual
decisionboundary. For anysuch nonparametrictechniquePerror nowreducesat a muchslower rate.
This trend is roughly what the following theorem says. Here f1;f2 are general parametric densities
not necessarily Gaussians. In what follows we assume that p1;p2 2 C1 and hence convergencerate
for non parametric classication (see [14]) is O

1 p
l

. Slower rate results if innite differentiability
condition is not satised.
Theorem 2.4. In a two class mixture model with individual class densities p1(x);p2(x) and mixing
parameter t 2 (0;1), let the mixture density of best tting parametric model be tf1(xj1) + (1  
t)f2(xj2) where f1;f2 belongs to some parametric class F and true densities p1;p2 are perturbed
version of f1;f2. For a perturbation size 2 > 0, if jjf1   p1jj d
2 ;2  2;jjf2   p2jj d
2 ;2  2
and 1;2 are known then for any 0 <  < 1, there exists positive constants A;B such that for
l  l = L(6;t;2) labeled example, Perror   PBayes reduces exponentially fast in the number of
labeled examples with probability at least (1   ). If more labeled examples l > l are provided
Perror   PBayes asymptotically converges to zero at a rate O

1 p
l

as l ! 1.
After using l labeled examples Perror = PBayes + O(2). Thus, from the above theorem it can
be thought that as labeled examples are added, initially the excess error reduces at a very fast rate
(exponentially in the number of labeled examples) until Perror   PBayes = O(2). After that
the excess error reduces only polynomially fast in the number of labeled examples. In proving of
the above theorem we used rst order Taylor series approximation to get an crude upper bound for
decision boundary movement. However, in case of a specic class of parametric densities such a
crude approximation may not be necessary. In particular, as we show next, if the best tting model
is a mixture of spherical Gaussians where the boundary is linear hyperplane, explicit upper bound
of boundary movement can be found. In the following, we assume the class F to be a class of d
dimensional spherical Gaussians with identity covariance matrix. However, the true model is an
equiprobable mixture of perturbed versions of these individual class densities. As before, given
u unlabeled examples and l labeled examples we want a strategy to learn a classication rule and
analyze the effect of these examples and also of perturbation size 2 in reducing excess probability
of error.
One option to achieve this task is to use the unlabeled examples to estimate the true mixture density
1
2p1 + 1
2p2, however number of unlabeled examples required to estimate mixture density using non
parametric kernel density estimation is exponential to the number of dimensions [10]. Thus, for
high dimensional data this is not an attractive option and also such an estimate does not provide any
clue as to where the decision boundary is. A better option will be to use the unlabeled examples
to estimate the best tting Gaussians within F. Number of unlabeled examples needed to estimate
such a mixture of Gaussians is only polynomial in the number of dimensions [10] and it is easy
to show that the distance between the Bayesian decision function and the decision function due to
Gaussian approximation is at most 2 away in jj:jj d
2 ;2 norm sense.
5Now suppose we use the following strategy to use labeled and unlabeled examples.
Strategy 2:
1. Assume the examples are distributed according to a mixture of equiprobable Gaussians
with unit covariancematrices and applymaximumlikelihood estimation methodto nd the
best Gaussian approximation of the densities.
2. Use small number of labeled examples l to label the two approximate decision regions
correctly with high probability.
3. If more (l > l) labeled examples are available, use them to learn a better decision function
using some nonparametric technique.
Theorem 2.5. In a two class mixture model with equiprobable class densities p1(x);p2(x), let the
mixture density of the best tting parametric model be 1
2f1(xj1) + 1
2f2(xj2) where f1;f2 are
d dimensional spherical Gaussians with means 1;2 2 Rd and p1;p2 are perturbed version of
f1;f2, such that for a perturbation size 2 > 0, jjf1   p1jj d
2 ;2  2;jjf2   p2jj d
2 ;2  2. For
any  > 0 and 0 <  < 1, there exists positive constants A;B such that if strategy 2 is used
with u = O

d
2
3(dlog 1
 + log 1
)

unlabeled and l = L(0:5;12;(+ 2)) labeled examples
then for l  l, Perror   PBayes reduces exponentially fast in the number of labeled examples
with probability at least (1   ). If more labeled examples l > l are provided, Perror   PBayes
asymptotically converges to zero at most at a rate O

1 p
l

as l ! 1. If we represent the reduction
rate of this excess error (Perror   PBayes) as a function of labeled examples as Ree(l), then this
can compactly represented as,
Ree(l) =
(
O(exp( l)) if l  l
O

1 p
l

if l > l
After using l labeled examples, Perror = PBayes + O( + 2). Note that when number of unla-
beled examples is innite, parameters of the best tting model can be estimated arbitrarily well, i.e.,
 ! 0 and hence Perror   PBayes reduces exponentially fast in the number of labeled examples
until Perror   PBayes = O(2). On the other hand if  = O(2), Perror   PBayes still reduces
exponentially fast in the number of labeled examples until Perror   PBayes = O(2). This implies
that O(2) close estimate of parameters of the best tting model is good enough. A more precise
estimate of parameters of the best tting model using more unlabeled examples does not help reduc-
ing Perror  PBayes at the same exponential rate beyond Perror  PBayes = O(2). The following
Corollary states this important fact.
Corollary2.6. Foraperturbationsize 2 > 0, letthebestttingmodelforamixtureofequiprobable
densities be a mixture of equiprobable d dimensional spherical Gaussians with unit covariance
matrices. If using u = O

d
2
3
2(dlog 1
2 + log 1
)

unlabeled examples parameters of the best
tting model can be estimated O(2) close in Euclidean norm sense, then any additional unlabeled
examples u > u does not help in reducing the excess error.
3 Discussion on different rates of convergence
In this section we discuss the effect of perturbation size 2 on the behavior of Perror   PBayes and
its effect on controlling the value of labeled and unlabeled examples. Different combinations of
numberof labeled and unlabeledexamples give rise to four differentregions where Perror PBayes
behaves differently as shown in Figure 1 where the x axis corresponds to the number of unlabeled
examples and the y axis corresponds to the number of labeled examples.
Let u be the number of unlabeled examples required to estimate the parameters of the best tting
model O(2) close in Euclidean norm sense. Using O notation to hide the log factors, accordingto
Theorem 2.5, u = O

d
3
3
2

. When u > u, unlabeled examples have no role to play in reducing
Perror   PBayes as shown in region II and part of III in Figure 1. For u  u, unlabeled examples
becomes useful only in region I and IV. When u unlabeled examples are available to estimate the
parameters of the best tting model O(2) close, let the number of labeled examples required to
6label the estimated decision regions so that Perror   PBayes = O(2) be l. The gure is just for
graphical representation of different regions where Perror   PBayes reduces at different rates.
u u = O

d3
3
2

II : O(exp( l))
I : O(exp( l)) + O  
d
u1=3

Non-parametric methods
l
1
l
l
IV : O

1 p
l

III :

O
p
d
l

+O

d
u1=3

2

Figure 1: The Big Picture. Behavior of Perror   PBayes for different labeled and unlabeled exam-
ples
3.1 Behavior of Perror   PBayes in Region-I
In this region u  u unlabeled examples estimate the decision regions and l
u labeled examples,
whichdependsonu, are requiredto correctlylabelthese estimatedregions. Perror PBayes reduces
at a rate O(exp( l)) + O

d
u
1
3

for u < u and l < l
u. This rate can be interpreted as the rate
at which unlabeled examples estimate the parameters of the best tting model and rate at which
labeled examples correctly label these estimated decision regions. However, for small u estimation
of the decision regions will be bad and and corresponding l
u > l. Instead of using these large
number labeled examples to label poorly estimated decision regions, they can instead be used to
estimate the parameters of the best tting model and as will be seen next, this is precisely what
happens in region III. Thus in region I, l is restricted to l < l and Perror  PBayes reduces at a rate
exp( O(l)) + O

d
u
1
3

.
3.2 Behavior of Perror   PBayes in Region-II
In this section l  l and u > u. As shown in Corollary 2.6, using u unlabeled examples
parameters of the best tting model can be estimated O(2) close in Euclidean norm sense and more
precise estimate of the best tting model parameters using more unlabeled examples u > u does
not help reducing Perror   PBayes. Thus, unlabeled examples have no role to play in this region
and for small number of labeled examples l  l, Perror   PBayes reduces at a rate O(exp( l)).
3.3 Behavior of Perror   PBayes in Region-III
In this region u  u and hence model parameters have not been estimated O(2) close to the
parameters of the best tting model. Thus, in some sense model assumptions are still valid and
there is a scope for better estimation of the parameters. Number of labeled examples available in
this region is greater than what is required for mere labeling the estimated decision regions using
u unlabeled examples and hence these excess labeled examples can be used to estimate the model
parameters. Note that once the parameters have been estimated O(2) close to the parameters of the
best tting model using labeled examples, parametric model assumptions are no longer valid. If l
1
is the number of such labeled examples, then in this region l < l  l
1. Also note that depending
on number of unlabeled examples u  u, l, and l
1 are not xed numbers but will depend on
u. In presence of labeled examples alone, using Theorem 2.3, Perror   PBayes reduces at a rate
O
q
d
l

. Since parameters are being estimated both using labeled and unlabeled examples, the
7effective rate at which Perror   PBayes reduces at this region can be thought of as the mean of the
two.
3.4 Behavior of Perror   PBayes in Region-IV
In this region when u > u;l > l and when u  u;l > l
1. In either case, since the parameters of
the best tting model have been estimated O(2) close to the parameters of the best tting model,
parametric model assumptions are also no longer valid and excess labeled examples must be used in
nonparametric way. For nonparametric classication technique either one of the two basic families
of classiers, plug-in classiers or empirical risk minimization (ERM) classiers can be used [13,
9]. A nice discussion on the rate and fast rate of convergence of both these types of classiers
can be found in [1, 12]. The general convergence rate i.e. the rate at which expected value of
(Perror   PBayes) reduces is of the order O(l ) as l ! 1 where  > 0 is some exponent and is
typically   0:5. Also it was shown in [14] that under general conditions this bound can not be
improvedin a minimax sense. In particular it was shown that if the true densities belong to C1 class
then this rate is O( 1 p
l). However, if innite differentiability condition is not satised then this rate
is much slower.
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